
Inheritance, Polymorphism and Abstract Classes
As you know, when one class extends another, it inherits all of the parent class’ methods and 
variables.

* The original variables should not be recreated in the child class as this leads to shadow variables. 
* Methods are overridden, not variables.  * “Fields” is the term for both methods and variables.
First we need to review what happens when we create an object.  
These photos are of the excellent book “Head First Java”.



Let’s look at some code:



import java.awt.Color;
import java.awt.Rectangle;

public class Inheritance {

class Ball extends Rectangle {
Color colour = Color.RED;
Ball(int i, int j, int k, int l) {

super(i,j,k,l);
}

}

void main(){

//create a ball object
Ball b = new Ball(1,2,3,4);
b.colour = Color.GREEN;

//The object type is still Ball, but now we assign it to a reference 
variable of type Rectangle (its parent)

Rectangle r = b;

//The actual object is still a ball ** see printout below
System.out.println(r.toString());

//But Java accesses it through a rectangle, so it cannot see the 
colour variable

System.out.println(r.colour);  //<<< causes a compile error

//We cast it to a Ball object because we KNOW that it really is a 
Ball.

Ball b2 = (Ball) r;
//And it still has its green colour ** see printout below
System.out.println(b2.colour);

//But a normal Rectangle is NOT a Ball. We can cast it, but then the 
program crashes when it runs. ** See error below.

//This Rectangle is NOT a Ball object.
Rectangle rr = new Rectangle(9,8,7,6);
Ball bb = (Ball) rr;
System.out.println(bb.colour);

}

public static void main(String[] args) {
new Inheritance().main();

}
}



----------------------- CONSOLE OUTPUT ------------------------------

//The actual object is still a ball **
Inheritance$Ball[x=1,y=2,width=3,height=4] 

//And it still has its green colour **
java.awt.Color[r=0,g=255,b=0]

Exception in thread "main" java.lang.ClassCastException: 
java.awt.Rectangle cannot be cast to Inheritance$Ball

at Inheritance.main(Inheritance.java:33)
at Inheritance.main(Inheritance.java:39)

---------------------------------------------------------------------

To summarize:

Class Child extends Parent {}
Child cc = new Child();

Parent pp = cc; child can always be accessed via parent object
(Polymorphism – child acts as if it is the parent)
But when the child is accessed this way, you cannot access
extra fields in the Child object.

Child c2 = (Child) pp; parent can be cast to child object only if it really is a child
 All Child fields (methods and variables) are now accessible.



Why would anyone want to do this?  Here’s an example.

Finally, if you want to make sure that no one EVER creates and Animal object, you make the Animal 
class to be ABSTRACT.  

abstract class Animal {}

Now you can never create an Animal object, but you can still extend it and create Dog, Cat, Lion, 
Hippo, Wolf objects. We can still use the Animal type to hold the various subclasses of animals as 
shown in the photo above.
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